
State HUB Office CMAR Training Program
The State HUB Office in Partnership with Balfour Beatty is offering a weekly program that is designed 

to introduce MWBE firms to the nuances of winning and building CMAR Projects.  The Construction 
Manager at Risk (CMAR) is a delivery method which entails a commitment by the Construction Manager 

(CM) to deliver the project within a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) which is based on the 
construction documents and specifications at the time of the GMP plus any reasonably inferred items or 

tasks.  The sessions starts October 19th and are held virtually every Tuesday from 11:00-1:00 .

1.  Overview of CMAR 
and Early Game







Martin Welton
Kelley Simpson
Chad Humphrey

a. Overview of CMAR Process
b. Preparing to scale to a CMAR project
c. High level overview of project types
d. Early game business development
e. Proposals and Presentations

2.  Preconstruction 
Process









Annie Hughes
Elizabeth Rezpucci
Tom Booth
Katherine Boumenot

a. Precon Process
b. Prequalification Process
c. Soliciting Subcontractors
d. Building Scopes
e. Bonding- Neb

3.  Construction 
Process







Lauren McCauley
John Schlobaum
Michael Weiner

a. Change Management
b. Paperwork
c. Documentation
d. Paperwork Resources that can help with 
contract type work on a case by case basis: 
Who are the potential resources.
e. Why we need paperwork on time
f. How to handle project changes
g. Creating templates and dedicated 
resources

4.  Closeout,  Quality 
Assurance (QA) + 

Quality Control (QC)







Jeff Munzenmaier
Tyler  Williams
Laura Smith

a. State Construction
b. Open Discussion
c. Send a sheet for people to ask questions

1.  The intended benefit of 
having a “Construction 
Manager” involved in a 
project is to provide a 
contractor/builder 
perspective into the process 
during the design period.
2.  Construction managers are 
hired at the start of the 
project before architects and 
engineers, and estimate the 
project every step of the way.
3.  Since the owner employed 
them, they act as the owner’s 
advocate and keep their best 
interests in mind at all times.
4.  They solicit and determine 
bids, so the owner doesn’t 
have to.
5.  The GMP protects the 
owner, it’s a guaranteed 
MAXIMUM price, with 
contingencies and 
allowances built into the 
contract. That way the owner 
isn’t overpaying for the 
project and the construction 
manager stays within budget.
6  The construction manager 
doesn’t have to accept the 
lowest bid. Especially, if they 
think it’s too low or the work 
won’t be done correctly. They 
can accept the best person 
for the job if they fit in the 
budget and do great work.

Pros of CMAR


